
Presidents Summary of Key CNSC Activities in 2017/18 and Goals for 2018/19 
 

• The 2017/18 winter season started with a strong base of employees who had been in place for at least one 
full season. 

• Your new board of directors had recently reconfirmed our updated strategic plan to guide the board and 
staff. 

• We continued preparation for hosting the 2019 World Para-Nordics. 

• The recent membership survey provided a strong mandate to our general manager to “bring back the club 
atmosphere” over the winter.  Throughout the season staff and volunteers organized numerous events 
focusing on general membership which included social and fun events including films and music. 

• As a board we identified that the size and quality of the XC / Biathlon skier development programs were 
not growing at the rate we established in our strategic plan and two board members and staff worked 
tirelessly to clarify and improve our programs, our paid and volunteer coaches and all our athletes. 

• We remain concerned with the challenges of engaging volunteers to keep our staff costs and therefore 
membership costs down.  We know there is a worldwide issue around volunteer engagement and we are 
always looking for new ideas to recognize and reward. 

• We had a great ski season with consistently good conditions, grooming and solid membership numbers. 

• The board developed numerous successful grant applications for improvements to the facility and the 
services we offer over the 2018 construction season.  

• We once again saw a balanced budget and increased capital investments in grooming equipment, 
universal building access and snow making. 

• Our summer season youth and adult bike programs continued to mature and expand. 

• Sadly Graeme Moore our head coach took another position in Prince George due to challenges of raising a 
young family at the same time as coaching most evenings and weekends.  We hired a new head coach 
Nicole Perrin who is actively setting into the CNSC and the community.  

• Our budget for 2018/19 which started August 1 recognizes our need to increase our volunteer recognition 
efforts, our capital reserve for maintenance and our need to accommodate snowmaking costs and 
revenue. 

 
For 2018/19: 

• We will remain guided by our strategic plan and will be finalizing the preparation for hosting the world 
Para-Nordics. 

• We have a strong desire to increase our engagement with the inner city schools by bringing the school Ski 
program out to the school playing fields. 

• We will focus effort on continuing the work to expand and improve the various programs we offer, our 
coaches and our athletes and their recognition.  We will be undertaking another membership survey this 
season to once again focus our improvement efforts. 
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